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reviews!into!both!these!areas.!We!
plan!to!develop!a!PE!programme!
which!will!enable!each!child!to!
progressively!build!their!sporting!
skills!during!their!time!at!Harmeny!
and!have!recently!introduced!‘Active!
Wednesdays’!into!the!school!week!!We!plan!
to!create!an!exciting!expressive!arts!
programme,!covering!the!four!areas!of!(i)!art!
and!design,!(ii)!music,!(iii)!drama!and!(iv)!
dance.!Not!surprisingly!our!wonderful!
surrounding!natural!resources!will!be!a!key!
feature!of!these!programmes.!
!!!!!Whether!it!be!Outdoor!Education,!PE!or!
Expressive!Arts,!our!aim!is!to!create!an!
environment!of!fun!and!adventure!with!‘play’!
at!the!heart!of!the!activities!we!oﬀer,!where!
children!are!encouraged!to!try!out!new!
activities,!discover!talents!and!learn!skills,!
which!will!hopefully!last!a!lifetime.!
!!!!!In!July,!people!from!Scotland!and!around!
the!world!enjoyed!the!Commonwealth!
Games,!brilliantly!organised!by!the!city!of!
Glasgow.!Within!Harmeny,!we!were!keen!to!
use!the!Games!as!an!opportunity!for!children!
to!learn!not!just!about!sport!but!also!about!
the!issues!facing!the!many!countries!within!
the!Commonwealth.!We!had!a!special!Sports!
Day!in!July!with!a!Commonwealth!theme!
and!introduced!Badminton!to!all!the!children!

Let’s Get Active!
By Neil Squires, Chief Executive

!!!!!Since!its!origins!in!the!
1950s,!Harmeny!has!
always!had!a!strong!
emphasis!on!outdoor!
education!and!our!thirty;
ﬁve!acre!estate,!on!the!
edge!of!the!Pentland!
Hills,!is!an!ideal!location!
for!enabling!a!rich!array!
of!healthy!activities.!
!!!!!The!school’s!ﬁrst!Headmaster,!Sidney!Hill,!
was!an!outdoor!enthusiast!and!organised!hill!
walks,!archery!and!work!parties!in!the!
surrounding!woodland,!where!children!
learned!how!to!saw!and!chop!wood!!David!
Pﬂuger,!the!school’s!Headmaster!during!the!
‘70s!and!‘80s,!created!running!tracks,!a!long!
jump!pit!and!a!cross;country!route,!
alongside!his!colleagues.!Local!children!were!
invited!to!compete!along!with!children!at!the!
school,!forming!the!beginnings!of!‘Harmeny!
Athletic!Club’,!which!still!exists!in!the!village!
of!Balerno!today!!
!!!!!In!2001,!the!Outdoor!Learning!Centre,!
‘Harmeny!Outdoors’,!was!set!up!by!Matt!
Goodyear!(who!sadly!died!in!a!climbing!
accident,!after!he!had!left!Harmeny,!in!
July!2006).!The!centre!has!grown!from!
strength!to!strength,!is!repeatedly!
recognised!as!an!‘area!of!excellence’!by!
inspections!and!now!employs!three!
highly!experienced!and!talented!staﬀ:!
Kyle!Strachan,!Harmeny!Outdoor!
Manager,!Patrick!Hogg!and!Ross!
Boardman,!Outdoor!Learning!
Facilitators.!
!!!!!The!outdoor!activities!oﬀered!by!the!
centre!are!fully!integrated!into!the!
curriculum,!with!every!child!at!Harmeny!
enjoying!adventure!PE!and!environmental!
sessions,!overnight!stays!under!canvas!or!in!
other!adventure!venues,!mountain!biking,!
bike!maintenance!lessons,!kayaking,!
canoeing,!skiing,!orienteering,!climbing,!
burn!stomping,!and!so!much!more…!
!!!!!Over!the!last!year,!we!have!also!been!
looking!into!two!crucial!areas!of!the!
curriculum:!PE!and!Expressive!Arts,!with!
David!McLaughlin,!Principal!Teacher!and!
Nikki!Hepburn,!Senior!Teacher!carrying!out!

(helped!along!by!visits!from!a!‘Ninja!style!
badminton!player’,!hooking!the!children!
immediately!with!his!super!cool!stunts!)!We!
accompanied!children!to!fourteen!diﬀerent!
sporting!events!at!the!
Games!and!the!
atmosphere!deﬁnitely!
rubbed!oﬀ,!with!the!
children!constantly!out!
playing!in!the!beautiful!
summer!weather,!
developing!their!sporting!
skills!with!renewed!

enthusiasm.!
!!!!!There!is!a!
growing!body!
of!research!
which!proves!
that!taking!
part!in!
activities!
within!
outdoor!
settings!and!
being!in!
nature!is!
not!just!
good!for!us!
physically!but!also!has!considerable!
therapeutic!value.!A!study!of!Finnish!
adolescents!found!they!often!went!to!natural!
areas!after!upsetting!events.!They!said!they!
could!relax!there,!clear!their!minds,!gain!
perspective!on!things!and!sort!out!whatever!
troubled!them.!Another!study!of!eight!to!
eleven!year!olds!revealed!that!the!greener!
their!surroundings,!the!more!resilient!the!
children!appeared!to!be!against!stress!and!
adversity.!A!fascinating!ﬁnding!was!that!the!
protective!eﬀect!of!nature!was!strongest!for!
the!most!vulnerable!children!who!had!
experienced!the!highest!levels!of!stressful!
life!events.!
!!!!!Human!beings!have!a!strong!connection!
with!nature,!so!it!should!be!no!surprise!really,!
that!the!natural!high,!sense!of!wellbeing,!
awe!and!wonder!gained!from!being!outdoors!
and!being!active!hugely!enriches!our!quality!
of!life.!
!!!!!Within!Scotland,!obesity!is!rising!year!on!
year!amongst!both!children!and!adults,!with!
the!issue!being!recognised!as!a!potential!
time!bomb!within!our!country.!We!owe!it!to!
those!young!people!we!are!involved!with!to!
continue!encouraging!them!to!buck!the!
trend!!Within!Harmeny,!we!are!very!proud!
indeed!to!be!continuing!the!legacy!that!
Sidney!Hill!started!over!ﬁfty!years!ago,!
through!enabling!children!and!young!people!
to!get!and!stay!active!!

!
!
!

Right!all!this!talk!of!getting!active…!I’m!oﬀ!
for!a!run!!
With!very!best!wishes,!
Neil*Squires*
Chief*Executive
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tooooo long after that I was
encouraged to head to a place called
As everyone knows Summer 2014 saw
Meadowbank where I ran round in
the Commonwealth Games come to
circles (each one of them exactly 400m
Glasgow. This in turn brought the
long) for many years. It was here that
spirit of the games to Harmeny. I see it I met the “clock” and I’ve been pitched
as our task to ensure the spirit of the
against it ever since; sometimes on
games never leaves us. !
foot, sometimes on a bike, or on skis,
often carrying a load, alone or as part
There is a lot of talk about “the games
of a team, all in a wide range of
legacy”. To me Harmeny is about more
challenging environments throughout
than talk, it’s about participation;
the world. It’s been great, I love it all,
experiencing, doing, living, and
long may it continue. It’s part of me
learning. Loving being alive and being
and part of what brought me to
active.!
Harmeny. The legacy from the 1970
I say this because I know it is possible, Commonwealth Games, which saw the
it is an achievable task. Not tooooooo
construction of the Commonwealth
long ago I met a big scary concrete
Pool and Meadowbank stadium lives
monster called the ‘Commie’. I had
on.!
armbands on and found the enormity
The summer months this year have
of this noisy white place
seen an upswing in activity across
overwhelming. I remember struggling
Harmeny. Lots of swimming, mud
to see one end of the pool from the
runs(with refreshments), throwing,
other, never mind swim there! I was 4
jumping, hopping and skipping, not to
years old. I hid my fears and myself in
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SPORTS DAY ’14

mention the odd game of badminton.
Sports day had a Games twist with
some home grown rugby talent and a
visitor from ancient Japan who
delivered the final scores into Neil’s
hand with deadly accuracy (following
several Ninja gymnastic moves). !

!All the children at Harmeny have had
opportunities to take part. It’s our
challenge to ensure this continues,
forever. They’ve been exposed to a
wee bit of positive activity, but as ever,
more is required. To me that is part of
the legacy.
The other
part is to
encourage
and nurture
the passion
that activity
can generate
within
people of all
ages. Less
talk, more
action. Go
do it!!

Our Own Artland
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Inspired!by!our!theatre!trips!to!War!Horse!at!the!Festival!Theatre,!and!in!
honour!of!Cheerio!(the!horse!that!used!to!live!in!the!ﬁeld!next!to!our!
community!garden),!Judith!McGowan!
r
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was!commissioned!to!create!a!non;living!
Nikki Hepburn, Se
willow!horse!sculpture.!She!and!Sam!
Parry!cleared!the!area!for!the!sculpture.!
Judith!then!staked!out!and!constructed!the!main!framework!before!inviting!classes!and!
small!groups!of!children!to!weave!the!willow!in!and!out!of!it,!bringing!the!horse!to!life!
and!learning!traditional!skills!and!techniques.!The!pupils!all!played!a!part!in!the!horse’s!
creation!and!are!very!proud!of!the!
results.!Since!then!some!of!the!pupils!
The Eco W
have!woven!fresh!grasses!and!ﬂowers!
arrior’s Dia
ry
into!it’s!mane.!If!you!visit!our!horse!
regularly!you!might!notice!small!
seasonal!changes!made!by!the!pupils!
I am
and!staﬀ.!We!are!looking!forward!
an Eco Warrior and I
am the Chief Metal
to!using!the!renewable!
Recycler at
willow!on!site!for!future!
Harmeny. I work
projects.!!
with Ian (from the
Estate Team) and we
collect all the metal
that is being thrown out. We take it to the
scrapyard where we get to see all the big
cranes. We drive the van onto the weighing
machine and then the guy takes the weight
then he says drive off. He then tells us and to
go and put all our stuff out. He tells us how
much it weighs and how much money we get.
Last time we weighed 180 kilogrammes and we
got £23. We have put this money together
with the Rag Bag money (£138 altogether) and
we have bought some litter picks for the
school and bird seed for all the cottages. Elise
got us some High Viz vests for free for when
we do our litter pick.
Young Person

!Colin!Stephenson!has!joined!

our!team!as!a!volunteer.!He!is!
a!working!artist!and!will!be!
coming!in!one!day!a!week!to!
work!with!pupils!and!staﬀ,!
sharing!his!expertise!and!
inspiring!us!to!imagine!and!
create!new!and!exciting!
artwork!in!the!classrooms!and!in!the!grounds.!!

!Colin!joined!Eagles!class!on!their!recent!trip!to!visit!Jupiter!Artland,!along!

with!Abi!Barr.!Abi!is!a!new!member!of!the!Hawthorn!care!team.!She!is!also!an!
artist!and!worked!with!Andy!Goldsworthy!at!Jupiter.!The!boys!wrote!poems!
and!created!their!own!art,!taking!their!inspiration!from!what!they!saw!and!
experienced!at!Jupiter.!!

!

!each of the five decades and a former

Harmeny Book Launch!

pupil, Raymond Kutscher-Byrne
movingly read from the book. We
heard a few words from Neil Squires,
CEO; Malcolm Ogilvie, Chair of the
Friends of Harmeny; Margery
Browning, Chair of the Board;
Janice West, Author; Alison Davies,
Trustee; and Gavin Reed, Honorary
President. And we enjoyed a
delicious afternoon tea and finger
buffet made by our very own
Lesley McDonald, Catering and
Domestic Services Manager and
her team of Homemakers.!

On 19th September
(yes the day after the
Referendum!) we
made our very own
history by launching
“Recollections
of Harmeny:
The First Fifty Years”, written by Janice
West on behalf of Harmeny Education
Trust.!

!The book tells the engaging story,

through words and pictures, of the
first fifty years of Harmeny School,
based on the recollections of staff and
former pupils and marking the
significant impact the school has had
on the lives of many, over five decades. !

!Around 100 people attended the launch, comprising former
staff, pupils, board members and volunteers, which took
place in a specially erected Marquee in Caroline field. The
Harmeny choir put on a fantastic concert of songs from

!The event was a great success,

!

with people from the past and
present, connecting through the
sharing of stories and enjoying a
remarkable sense of community
on the day.!

To purchase the book (£10.00 per copy) please contact Gloria
Williamson on 0131 449 3938 or by email at
admin@harmeny.org.uk
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We are very pleased to support the
opportunity for the children to
participate in local community clubs
and of course, their own home
community. Within our residential
cottages we have a number of
children participating in clubs
such as football, drama, karate,
judo, badminton, diving,
swimming, guitar, gymnastics,
fencing, library, and some
within their membership as
pupils of our local high schools. A
number are members of various
uniformed organisations including Cubs,
Scouts, Boys’ Brigade, Girls’ Brigade, Girl Guides,
Air Cadets and also a Who Cares? Scotland club. For
others, as a ‘stepping stone’ to joining a club, is the regular
and planned in-house ‘friendship building’ sessions, for
example, two children who regularly go to soft play
together.!

further supports their own resilience. There are examples of
this happening with children being part of their local football
team and Boys’ Brigade groups.!

!Many of our Day Service pupils participate in clubs within

their local community, which for some, may involve support
from key adults at Harmeny to get things started.!
Within the local ‘Balerno Calendar’, every May we
support the children to participate in the Balerno Gala
Week. This sees the children mixing and competing with
other local school children. As a local resident myself, it is
great to observe and cheer on those who
have the confidence to take part in these
events. This year, there was success in
the Balerno Talent Show with Leo’s
singing talent being recognised and also
much fun and some medals at the races.
It was also nice to see other children
walking round with the Floats and
being part of the community
atmosphere. In October, we also had
two boys taking part in the Balerno
Music Festival, performing with their
guitar or voice – with a great sense of
personal achievement from taking part.!

!Harmeny has got Talent!!

!Having the opportunity to be part of a club or

!!

organisation near to Harmeny can instil the skills and
confidence to join a club in their home community and
!
To the staff
and pupils

at Harmeny
School,

I wish to

thank you

for giving me the opportunity to look

around your grounds and buildings. My

name is Stephen and I was a pupil at your
school many years ago. After a long

period living in Cornwall, England, I am

now back in Scotland, living with my wife,
who I met at college in 2007.

I arrived at the school in June 1995 and I

stayed until July 1998. The grounds and
the buildings have changed a great deal
since I left. I lived in a part of the main

building called ‘Owls’, which now houses
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Letter from Stephen
a former pupil
the Chief Executive, Neil, and other admin
staff. My classroom was inside a wooden
building which was next to the tall, long,
green fence and the small wall. It’s
actually very close to where your
classrooms are now.

It was great to see so many faces, old

and new. I especially appreciated meeting

a young man called Ryan. Upon meeting, I
found him to be polite and a good

representative of Harmeny School. For a
time, the teaching assistant for my class
was Lesley, who I was pleased to meet,
again, today. There were other people

who remember me but I didn’t remember
them. In my defense, 15 years is a long
time to remember so many people!

Harmeny)Education)Trust)
Limited,)Harmeny)School,)
Mansﬁeld)Road,))
Balerno,)EH14)7JY.)
Tel:)0131)449)3938)
Fax:)0131)449)7121)
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If)you)have)enjoyed)reading)about)
our)latest)exploits)and)would)like)
to)help)support)the)school,)you)

!
Craig Paul, Residential Manager!

My life, while attending Harmeny, wasn’t

always easy, but life will always have its

touch points. In the difficult times, it is the
people around you who can make life

better, or worse. The people around me
were the type of people who made the
tough times a bit easier and more

manageable! The bulk of my experiences
were positive and helped me to get a

much-needed helping hand. I was taught
skills I never thought I could learn, and I
gained confidence I never had before.

I am proud to be a part of Harmeny’s

history and hope that all the pupils, and
staff, can work together to continue

making a difference in children’s lives long
into the future.

Since writing this article, we are delighted that
Stephen has applied to become a volunteer at
Harmeny.

can)do)so)in)a)number)of)ways.)))
To)enquire)about)volunteering)or)
employment,)email)us)at:)
recruitment@harmeny.org.uk.)
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To)become)a)Friend,)or)make)a)
donation,))email)the)Friends)of)
Harmeny)at:))

friends@harmeny.org.uk44

Further)information)can)also)be)
obtained)from)our)website)at:))

www.harmeny.org.uk4
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